PRESCRIPTION LENS INSTALLATION GUIDE

Congratulations on your Vuzix Blade purchase. All Vuzix Blades are prescription ready. If you require prescription lenses for your Blade please visit www.vuzix.com/prescription to order your custom pair or to reach out to support visit www.vuzix.com/contact for assistance.

BEFORE GETTING STARTED

- Make sure your workspace is clean and dust-free
- Thoroughly clean your Blade Smart Glasses with a microfiber cloth

INSTALLING LENSES

Vuzix Blade Smart Glasses come with a removable nose bridge. Carefully remove the small Philips head screw and remove the nose bridge, for details see below. The new frame assembly with the prescription lens is installed where the nose bridge was removed. The prescription lens assembly is screwed in place. Please do not overtighten.

Note: your prescription lenses mount behind the existing Blade lenses and they do not replace them.

ADJUSTING NOSE BRIDGE (OPTIONAL)

You will need the alternate nose bridge and a phillips-head screwdriver.

Blade Smart Glasses are shipped with an adjustable nose bridge. This adjustable nose bridge can resolve issues if the standard nose bridge does not provide adequate support on your nose. Using a small Phillips-head screwdriver, carefully remove the standard nose bridge from the frames. Insert the adjustable nose bridge on to the frames and replace the screw, making sure not to over-tighten. For your convenience an additional screw is included with the adjustable nose bridge.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ON BLADE SMART GLASSES, VISIT:
vuzix.com  |  vuzix.eu  |  vuzix.jp